This paper proposes the impacts of event and event actor alignment in English and Bengali phrase based Statistical Machine Translation (PB-SMT) System. Initially, events and event actors are identified from English and Bengali parallel corpus. For events and event actor identification in English we proposed a hybrid technique and it was carried out within the TimeML framework. Events in Bengali are identified based on the concept of complex predicate structures. There can be one-to-one and one-to-many mappings between English and Bengali events and event actors. We preprocess the parallel corpus by single tokenizing the multiword events and event-actors which reflects some significant gain on the PB-SMT system. We represent a hybrid alignment approach of events and event-actors in both English-Bengali training corpus by defining a rule based aligner and a statistical hybrid aligner. The rule base aligner assumes a heuristic that the sequence of events and event actors on the source (English) side are also maintained in the target (Bengali) side. The performance of PB-SMT system could vary depending on the number of events and event-actors that are identified in the parallel training data. The proposed system achieves significant improvements (5.79 BLEU points absolute, 53.02% relative improvement) over the baseline system on an English-Bengali translation task.
Introduction
Event and event actor alignment play a very crucial role to improve the translation quality in a machine translation system. A translated sentence is not a satisfactory and proper translation until we properly combine event and event actor in sentence level task. Recently, event related works are becoming popular in the machine translation field. Sentence-aligned parallel bilingual corpora are very useful for applying machine learning approaches to machine translation. But, most of these works have been focused on European language pairs and some of the Asian Languages such as English-Japanese and English-Chinese. In this work, we have added event and event-actor alignments as additional parallel examples with the English-Bengali parallel corpus. The entire task is divided into three steps, first, we identify event and event actors on the both side of the parallel corpus, second, we align events and event actors using a rule based and a statistical alignment method and finally, the identified multiword events and event actors are single tokenized on the both side and then the prior alignment of event and event actors are applied on the English-Bengali PB-SMT system for further improvement.
The identification of events on English side, we have followed the guidelines of TimeML view (Pustejovsky et al., 2003a) . TimeML defines events as situations that happen or occur, or elements describing states or circumstances in which something obtains or holds the truth. These events are generally expressed by tensed or un-tensed verbs, nominalizations, adjectives, predicative clauses or prepositional phrases. In the sentences, almost all events are involved with the event actor, either active or passive. Event actor identification in English is facilitated by the available free resources and tools such as Stanford Parser, VerbNet (Kipper-Schuler et al, 2005) .In detail research works related to English event and event actor identification can be found in (Kolya et al., 2010) .
We have defined Complex Predicates as events (Das et al., 2010) (Hook, 1974) .
In the next step, we identify event actors of event from Bengali language. We have considered the same guidelines for event actor identification in Bengali as those proposed for event actor identification in English. For Bengali event actor identification, we have used two available lexical engines, namely Name Entity Recognizer (NER) (Ekbal and Bandyopadhyay, 2009 ) and shallow parser 1 . The accuracy of the Bengali NE recognizer (NER) is poorer compared to English NER because (i) there is no concept of capitalization in Bengali (ii) some Bengali common nouns are also often used as named entities. Similarly, the Bengali shallow parser faces such kinds of difficulties. Overall, Bengali is morphologically rich language and has very limited such kind of resources.
The major challenge is to develop an event alignment system between a resource-rich language like English and a resource-poor language like Bengali. The proposed system is relying on the design of rules and the availability of large amounts of annotated data. But, building of large amount data is a time consuming, labour intensive and expensive task.
The main motivation of this work is the scarcity of sufficient works related to event alignment. To the best of our knowledge this is the first time that the event alignment approach is applied for the English-Bengali language pair. Given a set of parallel sentences, we identify events and event actors in both the sides. The events and event actors in both sides of the parallel corpus are assigned appropriate tags (event: e and event actor: ea). Thereafter we align the English events and event actors with Bengali events and event actors. The alignment has been carried out by single tokenizing the multi word events and event-actors on both sides of the parallel corpus. Thereafter the alignment of events and event actors in the parallel EnglishBengali sentences is carried out based on two approaches: (i) rule based approach and (ii) hybrid statistical approach. The rule based approach fails to align the causal sentences that include the cause-effect constructs. The positions of the cause and the effect clauses may change their position in the target sentence. The positions of the cause and the effect clauses may change their position in the target sentence. Such types of parallel sentences are event aligned using the hybrid statistical approach. We attempt to achieve good accuracies for event 1 http://ltrc.iiit.ac.in/showfile.php?filename=downloads/shallow _parser.php identification and event actor identification for both the languages which is reflected as the improvement of the English-Bengali PB-SMT system performance. The hybrid approach also validates the correctness of the alignment of the rule based system.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Next section briefly elaborates the related work. The proposed system is described in Section 3. Section 4 states the tools and resources used for the various experiments. Section 5 includes the results obtained, together with some analysis. Section 6 concludes and provides avenues for further work.
Related Works
The works related to alignment are mostly developed for machine translation task. Some works in sentence alignment can be found in (Brown, 1991) and (Gale and Church, 1993) . (Chen, 1993 ) developed a method which was slower but more accurate than the sentencelength based Brown and Gale algorithm. (Wu, 1994) used an approach which was adopted from Gale and Church's method for Chinese. They used a small corpus-specific bilingual lexicon to improve alignment accuracy in texts containing multiple sentences of similar length. (Melamed 1996 (Melamed , 1997 ) also proposed a method based on word correspondences. (Plamondon, 1998) developed a two-pass approach, in which a method similar to the one proposed by Melamed identifies points of correspondence in the text that constrain a second-pass search based on the statistical translation model. (Moore, 2002 ) developed a hybrid sentence-alignment method using sentence length-based and word-correspondencebased models. This model is fast, very accurate, and requires that the corpus be separated into words and sentences. In the hybrid model, they used the sentence pairs that are assigned the highest probability of alignment to train a modified version of IBM Translation Model 1 (Brown, 1993) . (Fung, 1994) presented K-vec, an alternative alignment strategy, that starts by estimating the lexicon. Moore (2003) used capitalization cues for identifying NEs on the English side and then applied statistical techniques to decide which portion of the target language corresponds to the specified English NE. A Maximum Entropy model based approach for English-Chinese NE alignment has been proposed in Feng et al. (2004) which significantly outperforms IBM Model 4 and HMM. A method for automatically extracting NE translingual equivalences between Chinese and English based on multi-feature cost minimization has been proposed in Huang et al. (2003) .
System Description
In our system, initially we have identified Event and Event Actor from English-Bengali parallel corpus. Then, we have established Rule base event and event-actor Alignment Model, and Statistical Hybrid based Alignment model for the experiment setup.
English Event Identification
Our approach for event identification is based on a hybrid approach. The system is combined with Support Vector Machine (SVM 2, 4 ), semantic role labeling (SRL) (Gildea et al, 2002; WorldNet 7 and several heuristics.
Hybrid event identification system
Some lexical rules have been used to identify the de-verbal event words more accurately, in addition with SVM, SRL, WordNet based approaches. Rules are extracted on the basis of detailed analysis of suffixes and the morphological markers of de-verbal derivations like "expedition' and ‗accommodation" in the source side of the corpus. Initially, Stanford Named Entity (NE) tagger 3 is passed on the English side of the training corpus. The output of the system is tagged with Person, Location, Organization and Other classes. The following cue sets or rules are applied for event extraction: Cue-1: The morphologically de-verbal nouns are usually identified by the suffixes like ‗-tion', '-ion', '-ing' and '-ed' etc. The non-NE nouns that end with these suffixes are considered as the event words. Cue 2: After searching verb-noun combination from the test set, non-NE noun words are considered as the events. Cue 3: The non-NE nouns occurring after (i) the complements of aspectual PPs headed by prepositions, (ii) any time-related verbs and (iii) certain expressions are considered as events.
The performance of the event extraction system has been reported with the precision, recall and F-measure values of 93.00%, 96.00% and 94.47%, respectively on the TempEval-2 corpus.
3 http://chasenorg/~taku/software/yamcha 4 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml
Event-Actor identification
It has been observed from the detailed text analysis that almost all events are associated with some actors (-anything having existence (living or nonliving)"), either active or passive. More generally, event actions are associated with persons or organizations and sometimes with locations. In this section, it has been shown how event actors are identified for the events.
Subject Based Baseline Model
The input English sentences with event constructs are passed through the Stanford Parser to extract the dependency relationships from the parsed data. The output is checked to identify the predicates, -nsubj‖ and -xsubj‖ so that the subject related information in the -nsubj‖ and -xsubj‖ predicates are considered as the probable candidates of event actors. Other dependency relations are filtered out.
Syntax Based Model
The syntax of a sentence in terms of its argument structure or sub-categorization information of the associated verb plays an important role to identify the event actors of the events in a sentence.
(a) Syntax Acquisition from Verbnet
Using VerbNet (Kipper-Schuler et al, 2005) , a separate rule based argument structure acquisition system is developed in the present task for identifying the event actors. The acquired argument structures are compared against the extracted VerbNet frame syntaxes. If the acquired argument structure matches with any of the extracted frame syntaxes, the event actor corresponding to each event verb is tagged with the actor information in the appropriate slot in the sentence.
(b) Argument Structure Acquisition Framework
To acquire the argument structure, Stanford Parser parsed event sentences are passed through a rule based phrasal-head extraction system to identify the head part of the phrase (wellstructured and bracketed) level argument structure of the sentences corresponding to the event verbs.
SRL for Event Actor Identification
Semantic Role Label (SRL) plays an important role to extract target argument relationship from the semantic role labeled sentences. Here, the argument is considered as an event actor and the target is identified as the corresponding event.
Let us consider the following example: . So using the SRL technique, the event and the corresponding event actor are found. The original F-scores of the event actor identification systems for the subject based and syntax based models are 65.98% and 70%, respectively. Adding the SRL technique for event actor identification, the F-score of the system further improves to 73%.
Bengali Event Extraction
The sentences are passed through an open source Bengali shallow parser 1 . The shallow parser gives different morphological information (root, lexical category of the root, gender, number, person, case, etc.) that helps in identifying the lexical patterns of Complex Predicates (CPs).
Bengali sentences were POS-tagged using the available shallow parser. We have extracted{verb(v)+verb(v), (noun(n)+verb(v)) and (adjective(adj)+verb(v))} lexical complex predicates pattern. The complex predicate (v+v) pattern is considered as the compound verb and (n+v) and (adj+v) patterns are considered as conjunct verbs (ConjVs). These compound and conjunct verb patterns are used as the possible candidates for event expressions.
Identification of Complex Predicates (CPs)
In the Bengali side, generally complex predicates follow some patterns such as conjunct verbs (e.g.,
[ (Paul, 2010) .
The other types of predicates presents in Bengali language follow the same lexical pattern like the compound verb but the Full Verb and Light Verb behave as independent syntactic entities (e.g, niye gelo ‗take-go'). Such complex predicates are termed as Serial Verb (SV). Das et al. (2010) analyzed and identified the categories of compound verbs (Verb + Verb) and conjunct verbs (Noun /Adjective/Adverb + Verb) for Bengali. We adapted their strategy for identification of compound verbs as well as serial verbs (Verb + Verb + Verb) in Bengali.
Bengali Event Actor Identification
Here, events are associated with either active or passive event actors in Bengali like in English language. Similarly, event actions are associated with persons or organizations and sometimes with locations. Initially, sentences that do not have any event words are discarded.
Bengali Name Entity Recognizer (NER) and Bengali shallow parser are employed to detect the event actors from the sentences. The baseline system for identifying event actor is developed based on the person, organization and location information which are recognized by Bengali NER. Then, Bengali shallow parser has been used to improve the performance of event actor identification. In the following two sections, it has been shown in details how event actors are identified for the events in Bengali language by applying the above two techniques.
Name Entity based Approach
Here, Bengali named entities are identified from parallel corpus. After identification of Bengali NEs and Bengali events from the sentences, following heuristics rules are introduced for event actor identification: (i) If sentence is having only one NE and one or more than one events then this single NE is selected as the event actor for all events. 
Shallow Parsing approach
Bengali pronouns (PRP) are not identified by the Bengali NER. The shallow parser is used to identify the pronouns in a sentence that can play the role of event-actor of event. Initially, the input Bengali sentences are passed through the shallow parser to extract phrase and POS information from the parsed data. Here, noun phrases (NP) and verb phrases (VP) are only considered from the parsed output. From noun phrases, the word with the pronoun (PRP tag) is extracted as the event actor of the corresponding event expressed in the verb phrase (VP). 
Rule based event and event-actor Alignment Model
The rule based alignment model aligns the identified events and event-actors between the English and Bengali parallel sentences. Here it is observed that that event-actors associated with events appear as contiguous sequence of words in a sentence. For example, -travelers" is an event actor of the event word "discover" in the English side which is aligned with -‖, the event actor of the event word < > in the Bengali side. -Discover‖ is an event group with the syntactic structure event actor "travelers" which can be determined deterministically given the phrase (NP, VP) and POS tags information.
Ex-(a) ...adventurous/JJ travelers/NNS will/MD discover/VB an/DT ethereal ……
During event and event actor alignment the following issues are observed between the English and the Bengali language: (i) It aligns both one-to-one and one-to-many alignments between word forms. In the above parallel sentence, the event actor -traveler‖ on the English side is aligned with -‖ on the Bengali side. The corresponding events associated with the event actor are -discover‖ and -lingers‖ on the English side which are aligned with -‖ and -‖ respectively in the Bengali side. In order to get the correct alignment, identification of event actors and events orders should be correct. Thus the following parallel phrase translation entries are generated.
Traveler ↔ [vramonkari] will discover ↔ (v). It has been observed that the order of event actor with event in English and Bengali language are same in most of the cases. Correct identification of event words in Bengali side corresponding to English side plays an important role in the event word alignment. In the example 2, it is easy to align, but in some cases the word align-ment complexity increases when the order of the events and the event actors does not follow the same sequence in the English and the Bengali parallel sentences. The complexity is further increased due to the non-availability of large bilingual corpus and the presence of inflectional variations in Bengali. So sometimes it is difficult to correctly align event words to the target words. Once these alignments are obtained, then we validate the alignment with statistical hybrid based alignment model.
Hybrid based Alignment model
Initially an English-Bengali phrase based statistical translation model has been developed which has been trained with the same EILMT tourism domain corpus of 22,492 sentences. The above rule based event actor alignments are validated by translating both the event and the event actor.
From the above knowledge we get a link between the event and the event actor on both sides. Even the alignment details are also available. . From this point of view, we can conclude that if we know any of the translation of either the event or the event actor then we can align with the target event and event actor relation. Using this heuristics, we have translated event or event actor and matched with the target Bengali event or event actor which has been provided by the rule based system as described in section 4. A string level edit distance matric has been used to validate the bilingual even-actor relations. After alignment of event and actor words from English side, we collect token position number of the event words with event tag from the sentence. We follow the Timex3 guideline for event word identification, so English side event words are mainly single word based token. Position of the single token number is added with event tag <e>. For the identification of event actors in the Bengali side, we follow the guidelines of English event actor <ea> identification that is already defined in Rule no (ii) in section 4. On English side after identification of event word in a sentence, we have added auxiliary dependent verb with it as defined in rule no (iv). After identification we have pre-processed the single tokenized corpus by replacing space with underscore (‗_'). We have used underscore (‗_') instead of hyphen (‗-') because there already exists some hyphenation words in the corpus. The use of Underscore (‗_') character also facilitates the de-tokenizing the single-tokenized events or event-actors at decoding time. We collect the token position number of event word(s) and actor(s) from both sides of the parallel sentence. Finally we get a sentence level source-target event-event actor-actor alignment.
For example, 4-1 5-2 11-6
We have also generated source-target event and event-actor alignment level parallel example which has been added as additional parallel example with the training data. Now we retrain the PB-SMT system using moses toolkit (Koehn et at., 2003) . The sentence level positional alignment information helps us for updating and correcting the alignment table which has been generated during the training phase using growdiag-final-and algorithm. The rest of the process has been followed as described in the state-of-art system. This approach also helps us to align the event and event-actor relation which cannot be aligned by the rule based system. In this approach we have translated the identified source events or event-actors. The translated events or eventactors are matched with the corresponding target side events and event-actors by using string level edit-distance method.
Stanford NER, CRF chunker 6 and the Wordnet 3.0 7 have been used for identifying the events and the event-actors in the source English side of the parallel corpus.
The sentences on the target side (Bengali) are POS-tagged by using the tools obtained from the consortium mode project -Development of Indian Language to Indian Language Machine Translation (IL-ILMT) System 8 ‖. The effectiveness of the present work is demonstrated by using the standard log-linear PB-SMT model as our baseline system. The GIZA++ implementation of IBM word alignment model 4, phrase-extraction heuristics described in (Koehn et al., 2003) , minimum-error-rate training (Och, 2003) on a held-out development set, target language model trained using SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) with Kneser-Ney smoothing (Kneser and Ney, 1995) and the Moses decoder (Koehn et al., 2007) have been used in the present study.
Experiments and Evaluations
We have randomly identified 500 sentences each for the development set and the test set from the initial parallel corpus. The rest are considered as the training corpus. The training corpus was filtered with the maximum allowable sentence length of 100 words and sentence length ratio of 1:2 (either way). Finally the training corpus contained 22,492 sentences. In addition to the target side of the parallel corpus, a monolingual Bengali corpus containing 488,026 words from the tourism domain was used for the target language model. We experimented with different n-gram settings for the language model and the maximum phrase length and found that a 4-gram language model and a maximum phrase length of 7 produce the optimum baseline result. The baseline model (Experiment 1) has scored 10.92 BLEU matric points that is described in Table 3 . We carried out the rest of the experiments using these settings. Initially we identified event actor relation on both sides of the parallel corpus by developing an automatic Event actor Identifier. The system achieves Recall, Precision and F- Score values of 82.06%, 72.32% and 75.73% respectively for Bengali event identification in training corpus.
In the Bengali event actor evaluation framework, we have randomly selected 500 sentences from the Bengali corpus for testing. Each sentence is having around maximum100 words. We have manually annotated these 500 sentences with event actor tag as the reference data. The evaluation results for Bengali event-actor identification in the training corpus are shown in Table 1 Table 2 shows the statistics of events and event actors in the English and Bengali corpus. In the training corpus, 44.5% and 47.8% of the event actors are single-word event actors in English and Bangla respectively, which suggests that prior alignment of the single-word event actors, in addition to multi-word event actors alignment, should also be beneficial to word and phrase alignment.
Our experiments have been carried out in three directions (i) Initially we single tokenized the identified events and event-actors on both sides of the parallel corpus (ii) we added the single tokenized event and event-actor alignment as an additional parallel data with the training corpus and (iii) we updated the word alignment table using hybrid word alignment technique. The table 3 shows that the successive evaluation of different experimental settings of PB-SMT system. Experiment 1 reports the baseline model score of the PB-SMT system. In experiment 2, we preprocessed the parallel corpus by single tokenizing the events and event actors, this makes significant gain over baseline system. Rest of the experiments (3, 4, 5 and 6) has been carried out with single tokenization of event and event actors along with their alignments. Experiment 3 and 4 reports that the alignment of events and event actors are added with the parallel corpus also improve the MT system performance. In experiment 5, both event and event actor alignments are combined together as additional parallel data with the training corpus, produced 5.51 (50.45%) BLEU point relative improvement over the baseline system. While in experiment 6, we updated the alignment table using event and event-actor alignment the performance has increased significantly with 5.79 (53.02%) BLEU point relative improvement over baseline system.
Experiments
No 
Conclusions and Future work
The present work shows how three approaches (i) single tokenization of event and event-actors on both sides of the parallel corpus (ii) alignment of event and event-actor added as an additional training data with the parallel corpus and (iii) updating the word alignment table directly by event-actor and event alignment boost up the performances of the overall system. The method also reduces data sparsity problem. The single tokenization helps us to bound multi word events and event-actors into a single unit. On manual inspection we see that the translation output looks better than the baseline system output in terms of better lexical choice and word ordering. On experiment 3 and 4 our systems achieve 5.51 BLEU points absolute, 50.45% and 5.79 BLEU points absolute, 53.02% relative improvement over the baseline system on an English-Bengali translation task. The event and event actor alignment performance is also reflected indirectly by increasing the MT performance. The fact that only 28.5% of the testset event-actors appear in the training set, yet prior automatic alignment of the event and event actors brings about so much improvement in terms of MT quality, suggests that it not only improves the event and event actor alignment quality in the phrase table, but word alignment and phrase alignment quality must have also been improved significantly.
Our future work will be focused on post editing the MT output using event and event-actor relation. As event and event-actor plays an important role in terms of discourse, we can reorder the output target sentences according to the occurrences of event on the source side. We will also focus to upgrade our system for paragraph translation. In future we can add temporal expression and location of event with event-actor as attributes. These attributes of event can further improve the performance machine translation result.
